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The principal strik
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es back

Dog M
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off the Fleas

by Jarrett Krosoczka

by Dav Pilkey

Victor Starspeeder's third year at Jedi
Academy finds him navigating a strict
new droid principal's high-stress
regulations and other school changes
that are tied to a mysterious secret.

When a new bunch of baddies bust up
the town, Dog Man is called into action
and with the help of a cute kitten and a
remarkable robot, the heroes must save
the day by joining forces with an unlikely
ally: Petey, the World's Most Evil Cat.

On the L
Lost
ost Coast

Book
Booked
ed

by Kiki Thorpe

by Kwame Alexander

Never Girls Kate, Mia, Lainey and Gabby
continue their search for the missing
Tinker Bell on the mysterious Lost Coast,
where they find themselves trapped on a
suspiciously familiar beach.

Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer and
hates books, but soon learns the power
of words as he wrestles with problems at
home, stands up to a bully, and tries to
impress the girl of his dreams.

Kristy's big day

Illegal

by Gale Galligan

by Eoin Colfer

When Kristy Thomas' mother decides to
get married again, Kristy and her friends
in the Baby-sitters Club have to cope with
all the small children that her family and
friends are bringing to the wedding

Setting out to join his brother and sister in
Europe, Ebo leaves Ghana, traveling
through the Sahara Desert and
dangerous streets of Tripoli before braving
the merciless sea

The Bad Guys in Do-Y
Do-You-Think
ou-Think-He-Saurus?!

11 be
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e 12

by Aaron Blabey
The Bad Guys have flown through outer
space, made it back to Earth, and
managed to land in exactly the right
place... but exactly the wrong TIME.

Estr
stranged
anged
by Ethan M Aldridge
Enduring lives where their differences
render them outcasts, a changeling and
a human child must unite when a cruel
sorceress ascends the throne, placing
the fates of both worlds in their hands.

by Lisa Greenwald
Best friends Kaylan and Arianna kick-start
middle school with a list of 11 things they
want to do to transform themselves before
their shared 12th birthday party.

Bear coun
country
try : Bearly a
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e
by Doreen Cronin
A relaxing day of knitting is interrupted
by the disappearance of the Chicken
Squad's food-carrying caregiver and
rumors about a headless bear that is
loose in the neighborhood.

